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Abstract: This article investigates Belgian photography from within the national framework. 

Using the notion of "banal nationalism" (Billig), it explores how even in the case of a nation 

widely perceived as non-existing , a nation in which the “official” national culture has 

completely eroded, the relationship between  photography and national culture are worth wile 

addressing. Furthermore, this text shows that Belgian photography, repeatedly described as 

having no schools, no centre, no towering figures, nor strong institutions, in short as lacking 

any positive identity, can not be approached in any essentializing way. In order to study the 

photographic production made in Belgium, new questions are needed, questions reaching 

beyond the traditional aesthetic questions of styles, masters, evolutions; questions that address 

the medium in its multiplicity and its context sensitiveness. This article tries to develop such a 

new set of questions by proposing a transfer of the notion of “minor literature” as it was 

theorized by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari to the study of the photographic medium.  

 

Résumé: Le présent article examine la photographie belge du point de vue des liens entre 

culture et nation. En partant du concept de "nationalisme banal" (Billig), il s'interroge sur la 

manière dont un pays qui est globalement perçu comme "inexistent" et privé de toute culture 

"'nationale", le rapport entre photographie et culture nationale mérite d'être analysé. Rappelant 

le fait que la photographie belge est généralement décrite en termes négatifs (un art sans 

tendances majeures, privé de centre, sans grands artistes, sans institutions et surtout sans 

aucune identifé), l'article souligne l'impossibilité de décrire cet art en termes d'essence(s). 

Pour aborder la photographie faite en Belgique, de nouvelles questions doivent être posées qui 

dépassent les problèmes traditionnels de styles, modèles, chronologie, etc., et qui permettent 

de rendre compte de la diversité et de l'ancrage contextuel du média. Cet article propose 

quelques pistes en ce sens en transposant au domaine  de la photographie le concept de 

littérature mineure (Deleuze é Guattari), 
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Culture and Nation in Belgium 

Viewed from a Belgian position, the very ambition of studying “Belgian” photography from 

within the national framework seems a rather bizar if not meaningless undertaking. To start 

with, Belgium has never been a strong nation-state. Historically speaking, the country is 

nothing more than a historical accident, and the efforts to create a national identity and culture 

have been slowly dismantled ever since the transformation of the unitary state Belgium into a 

federal state in the 1980s and the subsequent division in a Flemish or Dutch-speaking 

community in the North, a Francophone community in the South, a small German-speaking 

community in the East, and a special status for the multilingual capital, Brussels. It may be 

useful in this regard to remember that not only there exists no Belgian ministry of culture 

anymore but that it has never been possible to sign an agreement of collaboration between the 

regional ministries of culture (by the way: the same applies for the field of education and 

research). This new cultural given, implying rather separation than cohesion, is often 

associated with the concept of “belgitude” a term which allows Belgians to express their 

feeling of belonging to a country that doesn’t exist, of participating in a culture marked by 

emptiness, absence, in short of living in a country where “Belgians” do live but the nation 

(both on a psychological as on an institutional level) is hopelessly failing. 

 

Nevertheless one has to wonder whether this description, doesn’t loose sight of the daily 

experiences of most Belgians. Here the notion of “banal nationalism” as developed by 

Michael Billig1 might offer a useful model to justify our intuition that in spite of the collapse 

of “Belgian” official (high) culture “Belgian culture” remains a vivid reality.  Billig criticizes 

the modernist high-culture approaches on nationalism for overlooking its routine and 

mundane reproduction. Benedict Anderson’s pioneering study, already suggested that the 

experience of the nation is rooted in the quotidian, seeing in the synchronic reading of the 

daily newspaper one of the fundaments of an “imagined community”.2 In Belgium the lack of 

a shared public opinion, based on a (linguistically) divided readership of newspapers and 

television public is nowadays continuously quoted as evidence of the nation in crisis. Tim 

Edensor, following Billig, however convincingly argues in National Identity, Popular Culture 

and Everyday Life3

                                                      
1 Banal Nationalism (London: Sage, 1995). 

 that the quotidian and its relation with national identity should be 

understood in a much broader way.  Without underestimating the importance of the state as a 

2 Imagined Communities (London: Verso, 1983). 
3 London: Berg, 2002. 
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practical facilitator of national identity by enforcing and prioritising specific forms of 

conduct, inducting particular kinds of learning experiences and regulating certain ‘good’ 

habits amongst its citizens, he points out to the crucial significance of familiar places and 

generic landscapes, shared conventions, habits and actions, familiar commonly used objects in 

households and communal spaces and the shared narratives and representations which 

circulate throughout daily life, in the media, in convivial talk and in politics.  Accepting this 

idea of “banal nationalism” enables us to tackle the question of “Belgian culture”, and by 

extension “Belgian photography” even if officially “Belgian culture” doesn’t exist.  

 

By addressing the question of the influence of the national framework on cultural production, 

we can however not neglect that this approach has become problematic, for ideological as 

well as political reasons. Politically speaking, one may argue that nations belong to the past, 

and that the future belongs to other types of institutions: larger ones (geopolitical structures 

like to European Union or non-geographically defined structures like the so-called clashing 

“civilizations”), or smaller ones (geopolitical structures like cities or regions or non-

geographically defined structures like “communities”, which seem to have taken the place of 

what we used to call “classes”). Ideologically speaking, nations are nowadays no longer seen 

as “imagined communities”, but as vehicles, if not instigators of nationalism, which has 

become a short-cut of everything what is going wrong in our world.4 Nevertheless, the 

waning of the nation-state does not mean that its role has disappeared. If we follow Raymond 

Williams,5

 

 we should accept that cultural forms are never homogeneous, but they are always a 

mix of residual, contemporary and emergent forms. The nation-state may seem a residual 

form today, but that does not imply at all that it has become irrelevant. On the contrary, the 

nation, in itself a dynamic cultural form still having historical weight and unreflexively  

reproduced in daily practices,  is hard to shift as a pre-eminent source of belonging, able to 

drag into its orbit other points of identifications, whether regional, global, ethnic, gendered or 

classe-based. 

This situation is of course what makes Belgium so interesting. On the one hand, this is a 

country that blurs all boundaries: Belgium culture cannot be analyzed in itself, it is by 

definition plural as well as relational. On the other hand, it demonstrates that even in the case 
                                                      
4 By the way, it would be erroneous to consider this viewpoint a typically internationalist or Marxist one, as 
illustrated most clearly in recent times by authors such as Eric Hobsbawn, the anti-nationalist stance is no less 
stronger in the work of classic media theorists such as Marshall McLuhan. 
5 See for instance The Long Revolution (London: Chatto and Windus, 1961). 
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of a non-existing nation-state or of a non-existing national culture, it may be extremely 

challenging and enlightening to see what remains of this national background . 

 

Belgian Photography? 

But how could these reflections on “Belgian culture” help us tackling the problem of “Belgian 

Photography”.  Indeed, more than any other visual medium, photography, imposing itself as a 

universal language, appears capable of surpassing the gaps between cultures and national 

traditions.  It is this assumption of photographic universalism which brought forth enterprises 

as different and at the same time as similar as Life magazine or The Family of Man. This 

discourse has of course been sufficiently dethroned by a whole series of criticism6 and 

analyses foregrounding the cultural and national embedding of all visual culture. As such the 

relationships between the photographic medium and national culture at seem least worthwhile 

to be explored. But how to proceed? In the case of Belgian photography, it has become clear 

that traditional, aesthetic questions should be abandoned. This could be one of the conclusions 

if one reads the Belgian contributions to the The Unwanted Self. Contemporary Photography  

in the Low Countries – catalogue7

 

 and the shared observations that “Belgian photography” 

has no schools, no centre, is always in between, its practitioners cultivating a individualistic 

frame of mind  and fostering an outsider position. 

There is therefore a global consensus on the lack of any positive identity of Belgian 

photography. Corollarily, there is a no less widespread conviction that the identity of Belgian 

photography is exactly that, namely the impossibility to define it. Furthermore, this refusal to 

self-define one’s identity is transferred at the level of the images themselves. As a medium, 

photography is strongly linked with the daily environment of the photographer. Belgian 

photography is of course no exception to this rule, yet when looking at Belgian photographs 

one has often the impression that there is as much an effort to show the real as to hide or to 

mask it. Hence, it seems, the emphasis put on two aspects that may be considered quite 

representative of Belgian photography. The first one is the Surrealist undertone of many 

works, which has been stressed by many observers and which can be read –but this is of 

course open to interpretation– as a way of turning away from society and from a non-existing 

country. The second feature seems more important, however. It is the fact that within the 

                                                      
6 See Hofman 2005 xxx 
7 Which accompanied the exhibition of the same name curated by Jan Baetens, Frits Gierstberg David Green and 
Christoph Ruys, and held in the University Gallery of Brighton, March-may 2008.  
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inevitable focus on daily life and the daily environment, Belgian photography seems to skip 

the “centre”, here defined as labour and politics, in order to highlight the margins of social 

life. Belgian photographs like to foreground the most intimate spaces, i.e. spaces which 

escape the pressures of the real. Moreover, Belgian photographs are also fond of exotic 

places, where the individual seems to be able to leave behind the burden of his or her daily 

life. Therefore it is arguable that there is no real difference between domestic exoticism (as 

represented in a superlative version by the fascination of all Belgian photographers with the 

Belgian coast) and non-domestic exoticism (as represented in the huge popularity of the 

traveller photography in Belgium or in the uncountable pictures of life in the pub…). 

 

As for the photographers themselves, there exists an equally strong consensus on the fact that 

nobody really wants a national identity. The cultural institutions are weak if not absent, and 

they tend to foster diversity. The artists cultivate their individualism, but never in a 

triumphant way. Artistic individualism is not seen as a will to fight the restrictions imposed 

by social or institutional constraints, but as a way to live and let live. Hence the bizarre love 

of many Belgian artists for the position of the outsider, the handyman, the amateur. 

 

From this we can conclude that new questions are required for approaching Belgian 

photography, questions that focus less on issues as style, schools, authors, than on contexts 

and the multiplicity of the medium.   In this regard, we expect that the transfer of a notion as 

“minor literature”, developed in the domain of philosophy, might generate new perspectives. 

 

Towards a Minor Photography. 

The notion of minor literature was introduced in 1975 by Deleuze and Guattari in Kafka, 

Towards a minor Literature.8 It is important to connect the concept with their general theory 

of language, which they alaborated more extensively in A Thousand Plateaus.9

                                                      
8 Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press, 1986.  Our reading of the book is indebted in particular to the 
writings of Deleuze scholars Roland Bogue, see Deleuze’s way : essays in transverse ethics and aesthetics, 
(Aldershot: Ashgate,  2007) and Anne Sauvagnargues, see Deleuze et l’art (Paris: PUF, 2005). 

 Two leading 

ideas could be significant for our argument. First, for Deleuze & Guattari language is neither 

informational nor communicational. Instead, language’s primary function is the transmission 

of order-words (which actively categorize, order and structure the world). In their view 

linguistic elements generate power relations, the result being that language is always 

immediately connected to the political. Secondly, Deleuze and Guattari declare that variables 

9 Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press, 1980.  
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(pronunciation, dialects etc.) are of primary importance in language and that constants, norms 

and rules are secondary enforcements of power relations. For Deleuze and Guattari the world 

of language usage is one of perpetual variation, interaction, negotiation and contestation. 

Their statement is in marked contrast to traditional linguists, who treat variations in the actual 

use of language as meaningless or as deviations from the norm. We could conclude from this 

that the lines of continuous variation within a given social field can be used in two basic 

ways: Either the variables are treated in such a way as to extract from them constants and 

constant relations, in which case we could speak of a major use. Or they can be set in 

oscillation, intensified, undoing as such fixed identities and power relations which could be a 

definition of a minor use. 

 

For Deleuze and Guattari, the notion of minority should not be understood quantitatively nor 

as determined by fixed identities but as a position which is evaluated by the standard 

measures of the dominant majority. For instance: despite its minority in numbers, the group of 

western white-male adults functions as the “majority”. This in turn raises another fundamental 

question. How then, should we understand the relationship between “minorities” and 

“minor”? To quote Ronald Bogue: 

 

“Minor literature seeks to subvert dominant power relations, and in that sense its 

orientation is in support of the struggles of minorities. Yet not all works written by 

minorities are instances of minor literature, for minorities may perpetuate binary 

power relations if they do not themselves become other and deterritorialize the codes 

that determine their position as minorities”. 10

 

 

These ideas were already germinating in the Kafka book, of which the third chapter proposes 

a definition of minor literature by ascribing three characteristics to it.  

 

The first characteristic of minor literature is, that in it, language is affected with a high 

coefficient of deterritorialization. In the case of Kafka, a Jew who lived in Prague under 

Austrian authority, this comes down to the choice of writing in German. Not in Yiddish, at 

that time and place more or less a form of folklore, nor in the vernacular Czech. Not even in 

the High German of Goethe, which he got familiar with at school, but in the dried-out paper-

                                                      
10 Ronald Bogue, “The minor”, in Gilles Deleuze: Key Concepts, Charles J. Stivale, ed. (Chesham: Acumen, 
2004), 113. 
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language of the oppressive force. A language cut off from the masses, which in itself is 

already a deterritorialized German, and this way appropriate for strange and minor uses. 

Kafka then experiments on this impoverished bureaucratic German, intensifies it by bringing 

it to a point of extreme sobriety. For those writers who don’t have access to this kind of 

deterritorialized language Deleuze and Guattari advise to “Become a stranger in their own 

language”. 

 

The second feature of minor literatures is that everything in them is political. This of course 

reflects the fact that for both authors language is always immediately linked with politics. In 

major literatures, however, these intrinsic political qualities of language, seem to be disguised 

by emphasizing individual concerns and by placing the social milieu as mere environmental 

background. Minor literature is completely different, since it connects each individual intrigue 

immediately to politics as exemplified by Kafka’s character “K” who lacks any clear 

autobiographical situatedness and continuously runs trough all segments of society. 

 

Thirdly, in minor literature everything takes on a collective value. Basically, this implies that 

in a minor literature writers try to efface themselves and articulate collective voices, 

specifically, those of the minorities whose identities are determined by asymmetrical power 

relations. In a major literature, on the other hand, authors seek to develop a unique voice and 

express themselves as individuals. What’s more, Deleuze and Guattari state that especially 

those contexts are fruitful for minor literature, where there are no towering figures, like 

Shakespeare in English, or Goethe in German. Figures who dominate the landscape and 

thereby discourage innovation by inviting emulation. In this regard, the “big brother complex” 

of the Belgian artistic scene, i.e. its lived inferiority in comparison with its neighbours (mainly 

France and Holland) indicates already that Belgian as a context might be a fertile breeding 

ground for “minor” art. 

 

But how to transfer this concept of minor literature to the photographic field? It would after 

all not be particularly Deleuzean to simply transpose the conceptual and terminological frame 

of the Kafka study to the sphere of photography, if only because photography is not a 

‘language’ like literature. It nonetheless speaks for itself that it is necessary to test out whether 

or not the conceptual framework of the minor will enhance our understanding of the 

photographic traditions and practices of geographical and cultural minorities. We propose that 

for each of the three properties there are two kinds of questions to address. 
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First, how can we explore photography in its contextuality? In this way of thinking 

“deterritorialization” could for example lead to the question of photography’s relationship to 

the regional and the national, or to the question of its function in the construction or 

deconstruction of identities.  While “politicization” produces questions as “what is the social 

role of photography”, “collectivization” invites us to explore for example the phenomenon of 

artist collaboration. 

 

The second set of questions, in practice closely connected to the first, concentrates on the 

transfer of the Deleuzian framework in purely medium-specific terms. The basic question here 

would be: what is a minor usage of the photographic medium? Is “deterritorialization” to be 

understood in terms of experiments with dominant codes of representation or with attempts to 

push the medium towards its borders? Does photography have its own political agenda? Is the 

role of the minor photographer, in line with what Vilèm Flusser stated in Towards a 

Philosophy of Photography, to experiment freely against the hidden agenda of the 

photographic machine?11 And could “collectivization” be conceived in connection to a notion 

as “deskilling” in the arts?12

 

 Indeed, Photography has proved to be a central medium in those 

artistic practices which question traditional definitions of authorship, artisanal skill or the 

unique art object. Like this, collectivization also raises the question of the relationship 

between professional and amateur photography –a crucial issue, as we have mentioned before, 

in Belgian photographic practices. 

The use Value of Minor Photography 

The notion of “minor literature” has two major advantages for researchers of photography, 

since it allows us to understand the medium both in its multiplicity and variety as in its 

context-sensitiveness. 

 

First, it could offer an alternative for the classical, hierarchical view on art which instigates 

binary oppositions between High and Low, central and peripheral, inventive and repetitive, 

avant-garde and academic. Although a superficial lecture of Deleuze & Guattari might lead to 

the premature conclusion that they are simply replacing the old hierarchies by new ones 

                                                      
11London: Reaktion Books, 2000. 
12 See John Roberts, The  Intangibilities of Form: Skill and Deskilling in Art After the Readymade (London – 
New York: Verso, 2007). 
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(“minor” as positive, creative qualities, and “major” as a negative, conservative pole), their 

insistence on these two different ways of dealing with variation in language, but also in life in 

general, opens the way to a much more dynamic system. A system of permanent movement, 

in which each position is exchangeable and contestable, in which the major can become minor 

and vice versa. This logic could in particular be interesting for such photographic practices, 

that are often being overlooked by the canon, and here Belgian photography –often being 

perceived as mere peripheral and thus endangered by epigonism– could be a good example.  

 

In this reading of minor photography as a way of escaping classic frameworks such as the 

canon, there is however a pitfall to avoid. One should be careful not to approach every non-

western, non-white, non male, non-heterosexual as a practitioner of minor photography. For 

the political dimensions in minor art are always closely interwoven with its aesthetic 

dimensions. In other words, minor art brings about a deterritorialization of the political by 

deterritorializing (and thus, experimenting on) its specific medium. Moreover, since minor 

arts are defined primarily by their ability to activate and intensify variety, their political effect 

doesn’t arise so much from action, overt political critique or the affirmation of stable group 

identities (counter-identities as it were) as from the setting out of square of fixed identities and 

codes, which opens populations to uncertain futures or becomings. In this sense the notion of 

“minor photography” demands a clear distance from “minority discourse”. 

 

A second plus-point of the “minor photography” approach, is that it leads to a reconsideration 

of the contextual framework of photography. This brings us back to the question of Belgian 

photography and the importance of the “broad” context of the nation. As it might be already 

clear that the Belgian situation seems to lend itself quite easily to the application of the 

Deleuzian framework, due to its kaleidoscopic multiplicity, lets try to make a first draft of the 

scheme as a kind of research programme and a way of provisional conclusion: 

 

Deterritorialisation: Belgian photography plays an undeniable role in the construction of 

groups and communities, who are not delineated by the Belgian state, nor the language 

boundary of the country. Moreover the medium intervenes in the debates concerning the 

relationship between centre and periphery, as is evident in the development of Belgian avant-

garde. In this regard, Belgian Surrealism, and its critical and playful distance towards French 

Surrealism, embodied by Breton, could be considered as exemplary, as is the driving force of 

an artist as Christian Dotremont for a “decentralised” movement as Cobra.  In linking 
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deterritorialization to medium-hybridity, it is striking that some of the most exiting 

experiments with the medium were created by artist working in another medium as the ones 

they were trained in, as the writers Paul Nougé and Marcel Mariën. 

 

Politicisation: As a widely shared cultural practice, the photographic medium occupies a 

strategic position in the discussions of the limits and status of art (as opposed to domains of 

non-art and art consumption). In this regard the “domestic, quotidian” character of Belgian 

photography and its affinity with amateur practices, might have far-reaching consequences. 

Even today, important Belgian photographers such as Marie-Françoise Plissart work primarily 

outside the gallery and museum circuit. 

 

Collectivisation: Within Belgian photography a certain eagerness to collaborate with other 

artists, such as with writers, can be found. The medium could therefore, become a starting 

point to explore the collective enunciation in the artistic domain, which in its turn could offer, 

at least when taking in account the dynamic web of creators, critics and public an occasion to 

reflect on the social dimension of artistic expression. 
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